### Bill of Reinforcing Steel

**Nominal Lengths are based on out to out dimensions shown in bending diagrams and are listed to the nearest inch for fabricator's use. Actual lengths are measured along centerline bar to the nearest inch. Weights are based on actual lengths.**

For bending diagrams and steel reinforcing totals, see Sheet No. __.

All bars shall be Grade 60.

**Codes:**
- **C** = Required coatings, where E = Epoxy Coated and G = Galvanized.
- **SH** = Required shape, see bending diagrams.
- **V** = Sets of varied bars and number of bars of each length. Bars are divided into sets or groups of bars equal in dimensions shown on this line and the following line and the actual length dimension shown on this line and the following line vary by the specified increment.
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**Note:** This drawing is not to scale. Follow dimensions.
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